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ABSTRACT

We analyze the properties of 712 prefixes that appeared in Spamhaus’ Don’t Route Or Peer (DROP) list over a nearly three-year period from June 2019 to March 2022. We show that attackers are subverting multiple defenses against malicious use of address space, including creating fraudulent Internet Routing Registry records for prefixes shortly before using them. Other attackers disguised their activities by announcing routes with spoofed origin ASes consistent with historic route announcements, and in one case, with the ASN in a Route Origin Authorization. We quantify the substantial and actively-exploited attack surface in unrouted address space, which warrants reconsideration of RPKI eligibility restrictions by RIRs, and reconsideration of AS0 policies by both operators and RIRs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Malicious use of Internet address space has been a persistent threat for decades. In some cases this malicious use involves an actor falsely asserting ownership of addresses they do not in fact own. In other cases a malicious actor uses its own address space for fraudulent activity such as spam or malware distribution. They may obtain such addresses fraudulently, e.g., by forging documentation needed to procure it, or they may acquire it from hosting companies that knowingly lease address space for malicious use.

There have been at least four classes of approaches to prevent and detect address space abuse: (1) the use of blocklists [29], (2) route hijack detection [21, 23, 26, 47, 51], (3) validation against databases of address ownership such as Internet Routing Registry (IRR) databases [20] and the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [18], and (4) authentication of the AS path announcement, not just the origin network [7, 19].

We undertook a study of the effectiveness of IRR and RPKI, through the lens of one of the most respected blocklists on the Internet: Spamhaus’ Don’t Route Or Peer (DROP) list [28]. Spamhaus investigators regularly update the DROP list with IPv4 address prefixes that pose a presumed threat to the Internet community [48]. Our goal was to understand what these prefixes tell us about the effectiveness of IRR and RPKI as routing security mechanisms. We use the prefixes added to DROp over a nearly three-year period from June 2019 to March 2022. We use DROP for four reasons. First, it is well documented – each entry describes why it was added [50]. Second, it represents the most seriously abused prefixes, which Spamhaus encourages operators to refuse to carry traffic to/from. Third, a human validates the decision to add blocks to the DROP list, increasing its accuracy [49]. Fourth, access to this data is free, enabling others to more easily reproduce our work.

Our findings and contributions are as follows. We show that attackers are circumventing defenses against malicious use of address space, including (1) registering IRR records for prefixes shortly before using those prefixes, (2) announcing routes with origin ASes consistent with historic route announcements, and (3) announcing routes with the RPKI-signed origin. Encouragingly, the process of an owner reclaiming their prefix and having it removed from DROP appears to have spurred RPKI adoption: prefixes removed from DROP were RPKI-signed at a higher rate (42.5%) than prefixes that were not added to DROP (22.3%). However, current Regional Internet Registry (RIR) policy around issuing and using Route Original Authorizations (ROAs) for unallocated address space provides a vulnerability that attackers are exploiting, with 40 unallocated prefixes appearing on DROP during our study period. Further, of the 36.7 /8 equivalents of allocated but unrouted address space, 6.7 (18.3%) had a ROA that would allow hijacking the address space. Because deployment of AS path authentication mechanisms [7, 19] may take at least one more decade, our analysis demonstrates the
interim benefit of operators deploying RPKI policies that protect their allocated but unrouted address space from abuse, and illustrates that routing security does not stop with prefix signing, but requires active maintenance of ROAs.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

2.1 BGP Hijacks

An AS uses the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to announce IP prefixes for which it has routes. Because BGP relies on trust between ASes, an AS can announce a prefix which it does not own. When an AS does so without permission (illegitimately), it is a BGP hijack. In 2002, accidental misconfigurations were a common type of hijack [31]. Intentional hijacks have been used for interception of traffic destined to the hijacked addresses [8], or using the addresses to send spam [42] or perform large-scale DDoS attacks [53].

In 2015, Vervier et al. [60] documented hijacks occurring regularly in the wild. They examined the BGP behavior of 437 prefixes that sent spam to spam traps under their control, and found 64 had behavior that resembled a hijack. All 64 prefixes were unannounced by their owner prior to being hijacked. For 5 of the 64 prefixes, the hijacker forged the AS path by using the ASN that previously originated the prefix as the origin of their paths, making the announcement falsely appear as if by the legitimate owner [17, 40].

In 2018, Testart et al. [52] profiled the behavior of serial hijackers – repeat offending hijacker ASes. The authors acquired a set of known hijacking ASes from network operator mailing lists to analyze the characteristics and behavior patterns of these serial hijackers and how they differed from legitimate ASes. They used this knowledge to train a classifier to infer other ASes with similar features to also be serial hijackers.

2.2 Internet Routing Registry (IRR)

In the 1990s, the network operator community created the IRR system, which enables network operators to publish address ownership and routing policy information [20]. Merit’s Routing Assets Database (RADb) is the most complete IRR, mirroring various other IRRs [33]. The most important IRR record in the IRR is the route object, which contains the IP prefix and origin AS that a network intends to announce in BGP. Lack of incentive for network operators to maintain accurate records in IRR has reduced its utility. Worse, lack of validation of registration data renders the IRR vulnerable to abuse by attackers who can easily register false information [13, 37, 45, 54].

2.3 Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI)

The integrity limitations of the IRRs ultimately led to development of the RPKI [18, 27]. RPKI supports cryptographic attestation that a network, identified by its ASN, is authorized to originate a route for a prefix into the global routing system (known as a route origin authorization or ROA). Each of the five RIRs has its own key to sign ROAs provided by their members. A ROA may contain an ASN that is permitted to originate a prefix, or AS0 if the prefix, and any more specific (contained) prefix, should not be routed. A route is RPKI-valid if any ROA asserts the announcement as valid – i.e., the origin AS matches a ROA for the prefix, and the prefix length is less than or equal to the maximum prefix length (maxLength), if the ROA contains the maxLength attribute.

Success of the RPKI at preventing origin hijacks requires two sides of participation: networks must register their own prefixes in the RPKI, and networks must drop all BGP assertions for prefixes that are not RPKI-valid. This latter practice is called route origin validation (ROV) and achieved by operators configuring the RIRs’ Trust Anchor Locators (TALs) in their validation software.

RPKI misconfigurations may result in the flagging of legitimate announcements as invalid [61], a risk that has slowed the deployment of ROV [10]. Network operators began gradually deploying RPKI in 2011. As of March 2022, approximately 35% of observably routed prefixes have RPKI-valid announcements [36].

However, RPKI does not protect from rogue ASes performing BGP path manipulation hijacks [9], where a hijacker forges the legitimate owner’s ASN for the origin of the prefix. In 2015, Vervier et al. highlighted that hijacks spoofing the owner’s ASN are still possible with RPKI [60]. In 2016, Cohen et al. proposed path-end validation, where the resource owner signs the ASNs that are allowed to be adjacent to the origin in the BGP announcement [11], reducing the chance a hijacker’s route is BGP-selected ahead of a legitimate announcement by the owner, when ties are broken by AS path length. In 2017, Yossi et al. illustrated that sub-prefix hijacks were still possible if an AS uses the maxLength attribute, as an attacker can announce more-specific sub-prefixes that the legitimate owner does not announce if the attacker alsoforge the owner’s ASN [15]. They found that, in June 2017, 84% of ROAs with a maxLength longer than the prefix length were vulnerable to forged-origin sub-prefix hijacks, and as of August 2022, an Internet Draft likely to become a Best Current Practice recommends that operators do not use the maxLength attribute in their ROAs [14]. BGPsec solves these path manipulation hijacks by providing cryptographic assurance that the AS path is valid [7], but its deployment may take at least one more decade. In this work, we identify an example of a prefix hijack in the wild that was RPKI-valid.

2.3.1 AS0 Policies. Both RIRs and individual networks can create AS0 ROAs that assert a prefix, and any more specific prefix, should not be routed; these prefixes will be rejected by networks that validate routes with RPKI. Any other unrouted prefix, including those with a non-AS0 ROA, is otherwise unprotected and subject to an attacker announcing the prefix. It is best current practice for Internet exchange point (IXP) peering LAN address space to be covered by an AS0 ROA, as it should not be routed [39].

An RIR can use AS0 to assert that unallocated address space in their free pool should not be routed. Controversy over enabling RIRs to use the AS0 mechanism to effectively blocklist address space from the public Internet has limited RIR adoption of policies allowing it [32]; some critics considered it a dangerous slippery slope giving the RIRs too much operational responsibility when they were not 24x7 operations [12]. In 2019, APNIC was the first RIR to propose an AS0 policy. APNIC implemented an AS0 policy [4] on September 2, 2020, and LACNIC implemented an AS0 policy on June 23, 2021 [38]. RIPE NCC proposed an AS0 policy on October 22, 2019, but ultimately withdrew the proposal [1]. AFRINIC proposed an AS0 policy in November 2019, but have yet to implement it as of May 2022 [16]. ARIN has not made any AS0 proposal.

As of May 2022, only APNIC and LACNIC had implemented policies to create AS0 ROAs for unallocated address space. These
RIRs implemented their AS0 policy (1) using a different TAL that is not configured in any RPKI validation software by default, and (2) recommending the AS0 TAL be used solely for information purposes and alerting, rather than for automatic route filtering, owing to risks of unintended interruption to routing [3, 34, 35].

2.3.2 Challenges in RPKI Signing of Legacy Address Space. Legacy prefixes directly allocated to a recipient without involving an RIR have stronger property rights than operators who obtain prefixes from RIRs [30]. This leads to a tussle between legacy prefix holders and the RIRs, as RIRs are trust anchors in RPKI validation who directly sign prefixes, and control delegation to other parties who can also sign prefixes. ARIN and AFRINIC will not RPKI-sign resources unless the resource holder signs the RIR’s Registration Services Agreement (RSA) [2, 6]. APNIC, LACNIC and RIPE will RPKI-sign legacy address space without the resource holder signing an RSA, provided the legacy resource holder can prove their ownership of the resource [24, 25, 43, 46]. These ARIN and AFRINIC policies have limited RPKI-signing of legacy space in those regions [62].

3 DATA SETS
In addition to the Spamhaus DROP blocklist data set, we use four additional data sources to support analysis and interpretation of the blocklist data. We use BGP announcement data recorded by all 36 RouteViews collectors. We use Merit’s archives of the RADD IRR [41] and RIPE’s daily RPKI ROA archive [44] to extract route objects and ROAs related to prefixes on the date each appeared on DROP. Finally, each RIR publishes and archives daily “RIR stats” file snapshots of the status of Internet number resources [5], which we use to analyze allocation status of DROP addresses.

3.1 Spamhaus DROP and SBL
Spamhaus compiles several widely used blocklists, including the Don’t Route Or Peer (DROP) list of IPv4 prefixes that Spamhaus deems pose a threat to Internet users [48]. Spamhaus manually confirms serious evidence of malicious activity before adding a prefix to the list [49]. Finally, Spamhaus maintains the Spamhaus Block List (SBL) database, which documents why they added a prefix to the list [50].

We used daily snapshots of the DROP list compiled by Firehol over a nearly three-year period from June 2019 to March 2022 [55]. We processed the SBL record (which is freeform text) for each prefix, using the semi-automated categorization process described in Appendix A, which placed each prefix into one or more of the following categories:
(1) Hijacked (HJ). Prefixes an attacker obtains through fraud from an RIR or through announcing a prefix that an RIR assigned to another network.
(2) Snowshoe Spam (SS). Prefixes used by spammers to send spam from many IP addresses within the prefix, to evade detection.
(3) Known Spam Operation (KS). Prefixes under the control of, or otherwise connected with, a spam operation.
(4) Malicious Hosting (MH). Prefixes used by bulletproof hosting services, which knowingly host malicious actors and ignore complaints [22].
(5) Unallocated (UA). Prefixes that neither LANA nor an RIR has allocated to an AS, but attackers are using.

We found 712 unique prefixes added to the DROP list in this period, of which 526 (73.9%) had SBL records. Figure 1 shows the category breakdown. The DROP categories show little overlap: SS prefixes show the most overlap with other categories, but only 15 such prefixes had a second classification. We also annotated each prefix with any ASNs listed in the SBL records as the “malicious ASN”. We found ASNs for 190 (36.1%) of the 526 prefixes that had SBL records, 130 of which Spamhaus classified as hijacked.

AFRINIC Incidents. 48.8% of the DROP address space related to two isolated AFRINIC incidents of allegedly fraudulent address acquisition [56–59]. Although the 45 DROP prefixes related to both of these incidents made up only 6.3% of the prefixes that appeared on DROP, they made up 48.8% of the DROP address space. Given the size and anomalous character relative to the other prefixes, we excluded these prefixes from our analyses. Figure 1 shows the contribution of the incidents’ prefixes to hijacks listed on DROP with vertical hatches identifying the portion of both HJ columns related to those incidents.

3.2 Limitations
The DROP list contains a small subset of all malicious prefixes. Other malicious prefixes, such as those listed on other blocklists or not on any blocklist at all, may have different behavior than the behavior for the DROP prefixes that we report on in this paper. Although we cannot prove causation with the available data, we reveal evidence of likely causal relationships.
Figure 2: 19% of prefixes listed on DROP were not BGP-observed 30 days after being listed. Three RouteViews peers appeared to filter DROP prefixes from BGP announcements.

4 INFERRING EFFECTS OF BLOCKLISTING

In this section, we investigate the correlation that blocklisting has with routing visibility and RPKI uptake.

4.1 Routing Visibility

Our BGP data set provides evidence that a prefix being listed on DROP may have caused the attacker (or their transit providers) to withdraw the prefix: 19% of the prefixes on DROP during our measurement window were withdrawn within 30 days of being listed on DROP (left panel in Figure 2). For prefixes labeled hijacked or unallocated this percentage was higher: 70.7% and 54.8%, respectively. These two categories stand out as expected; prefixes in these categories were being advertised illegitimately, and illegitimate announcers likely withdrew prefixes once the addresses were less effective for their malicious applications. Further, at the transit level, we surprisingly found three RouteViews peers that provided their full tables but appeared to use the DROP list to filter BGP announcements (right panel in Figure 2). We contacted operator contacts at each of the three ASes, and received a response from one, who confirmed that they filtered out prefixes on the DROP list.

The category with the largest percentage of address space that was deallocated by an RIR after appearing in DROP was malicious hosting. Of the malicious hosting prefixes, 17.4% were allocated when they appeared on DROP and were deallocated by the end of March 2022. A similar pattern occurred for prefixes Spamhaus removed from DROP: 8.8% of the prefixes Spamhaus removed were deallocated. Half of these prefixes Spamhaus removed within a week of an RIR deallocating them.

4.2 Improved RPKI Uptake

Table 1 examines the RPKI properties of 650 prefixes that did not have a ROA when they were added to DROP. Each region had a base level of RPKI activity, with the RIPE region having the largest fraction of unsigned prefixes whose resource holders signed them during our study. For all but AFRINIC, the signing rate of prefixes that Spamhaus removed from DROP was higher than this base level. Operators may have been motivated to deploy RPKI as part of the process of getting their prefix removed from DROP, which requires the prefix owner to prove that the problem has been resolved and will not continue, or as a measure to prevent their prefix re-appearing on DROP. The signing rate of prefixes that remained on DROP was lower than this base level, consistent with these prefixes being relatively neglected.

Of the prefixes that appeared on DROP that were RPKI-signed between June 5, 2019 and March 30, 2022, the prefixes that Spamhaus removed from DROP were mostly (82.3%) signed with an ASN that was different from the ASN originating the prefix at the time the prefix appeared on DROP. Only 6.3% of prefixes that were removed from DROP that were RPKI-signed between June 5, 2019 and March 30, 2022 were signed with an ASN the same as the ASN originating the prefix at the time the prefix appeared on DROP.

5 EFFECTIVENESS OF IRR

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the IRR by analyzing how operators and attackers both used IRR for prefixes that appeared on DROP.

Table 1: RPKI signing rate of prefixes without a ROA that Spamhaus added to DROP between June 5, 2019 and March 30, 2022. A larger fraction of prefixes had a ROA created if they were removed from DROP than if they were never on DROP for most regions. A smaller fraction of prefixes had a ROA created if they were not removed from DROP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Never on DROP</th>
<th>Removed from DROP</th>
<th>Present on DROP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRINIC</td>
<td>11.8% of 3901</td>
<td>14.3% of 7</td>
<td>0.0% of 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APNIC</td>
<td>26.3% of 42.2K</td>
<td>44.4% of 18</td>
<td>21.6% of 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIN</td>
<td>8.5% of 65.2K</td>
<td>25.0% of 40</td>
<td>0.6% of 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APNIC</td>
<td>25.5% of 15.1K</td>
<td>35.1% of 37</td>
<td>0.0% of 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripe NCC</td>
<td>33.0% of 68.2K</td>
<td>54.2% of 83</td>
<td>19.8% of 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>22.3% of 195.6K</td>
<td>42.5% of 186</td>
<td>13.8% of 420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the 7-day window before appearing on DROP, 226 DROP prefixes (31.7%) covering 68.8% of the DROP address space had either a route object in the RADb IRR with an exact match or a more specific prefix. The RADb IRR contains evidence suggesting attackers are using IRR to make their activities appear legitimate, as 32% of the prefixes with route objects had their route object created during the month before the prefix appeared on DROP. More encouragingly, 43% of prefixes with route objects had their route object removed a month after they appeared on DROP.

Focusing on the 130 DROP prefixes whose SBL record reported the prefix as hijacked by a specific ASN, 69 (55%) either had no route object or had a route object with a different ASN from the labeled hijacking ASN. The remaining 57 prefixes (45%) had the labeled hijacking ASN in the route object, because RADb allowed the attacker to register a route object for an ASN without any authorization. Overall, there were 13 different hijacking ASNs in the route objects for these 57 prefixes.

Of the 57 prefixes, 49 had route objects with different origin ASes but shared three different ORG-IDs, indicating the bulk of the fraudulent entries were created by three entities. One of these ORG-IDs created IRR records for 15 of the hijacked DROP prefixes, using various origin ASes. Each of these prefixes were announced shortly after the route object was created and each had a common
AS in their announced path: AS50509, which hijacked unroute prefixes using defunct A Ses as the origin, and creating IRR route objects with these defunct A Ses. For all but 2 of the 57 prefixes, the hijacker AS started announcing the prefix in BGP less than a block after they created the IRR record (Figure 3). In the other 2 instances, the hijacker created the IRR record more than a year after they had already been announcing the prefix in BGP. The prefixes these hijacking A Ses were targeting were all apparently abandoned, as only 5 of the prefixes had existing IRR entries prior to the DROP-labeled AS creating their entry.

We also found one prefix on DROP that was unallocated when an AS created a route object for it. No unallocated prefix should be routed, therefore unallocated prefixes should not be accepted into the IRR. The fact that it was further highlights the lack of verification performed by RAdB.

6 EFFECTIVENESS OF RPKI

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of RPKI by analyzing hijacks of RPKI-signed prefixes added to DROP. We discuss the implications of hijacks for RPKI-signed prefixes more broadly, and potential solutions such as AS0.

6.1 Evidence of RPKI-valid Hijacks

Of the 179 prefixes labeled hijacked, only three were RPKI-signed before they were blocklisted. We infer that hijackers do not usually target RPKI-signed prefixes but rather target unallocated or unrouted non-RPKI signed address spaces. The entity allegedly hijacking two of these prefixes appeared to control the ROA, as the ASN in the published ROAs changed when the BGP origin ASN changed in the two years prior to the prefix appearing on DROP. However, the third prefix is a real-world demonstration of the limitations in capability of the current RPKI deployment.

Consider the hijacked RPKI-signed prefix 132.255.0.0/22 illustrated in Figure 4, with a ROA authorizing AS263692 – a Peruvian network under LACNIC – to originate the prefix. While AS263692 routed the prefix via a South American transit provider (AS 21575) for many years, in July 2020 it stopped i.e., the prefix became unrouted. In December 2020, we see the prefix again originated by AS263692 but routed via Russian ASes AS50509 and AS34665 who had hijacked the prefix. Recall, AS50509 is also implicated in hijacking unrouted prefixes by creating IRR route objects with the defunct A Ses (Section 5). Since the origin AS matched the ROA, the announcement was deemed RPKI-valid, subverting RPKI protections. On inspecting the BGP routing data for a similar pattern

![Figure 3: Other than 2 prefixes that had already been in BGP for over a year, the remaining prefixes appeared in BGP shortly after creation of the IRR record.](image)

![Figure 4: Case study of hijacker considering origin AS of historic BGP announcements. AS263692 is a Peruvian AS with historic transit through a South American transit provider (AS 21575) and one RPKI-signed prefix: 132.255.0.0/22. In December 2020, a hijacker begins BGP-announcing that prefix, along with prefixes historically unrouted or originated with a different ASN, with further announcements in June 2021, through a Russian transit provider (AS 50509).](image)

= originated by AS263692 and routed via AS50509 – we find six additional non-RPKI signed prefixes (Figure 4). Of these six, three prefixes were added to DROP by Spamhaus.

To prevent hijacks of unrouted RPKI-signed prefixes, the ROA should use AS0 as the authorized origin. As such, the underlying reason why the hijack of 132.255.0.0/22 was successful was because not only did the AS not route the prefix, but the ROA contained a non-AS0 ASN. This hijack is a real-world demonstration that that any unrouted non-AS0 RPKI-signed prefixes are no better protected than non-RPKI signed prefixes. Figure 5 shows that while the amount of IPv4 address space covered by a ROA has increased, the volume of unrouted but signed prefixes has also increased, and as of March 2022, the equivalent of 6.7 /8 prefixes (=112M IPs) are signed but not routed. While these prefixes are susceptible to hijacks, this risk could be eliminated by signing the ROAs with AS0.

Figure 5 also shows that as of March 2022, the equivalent of 30.0 /8s were allocated but unrouted and had no ROA. We examined the RIRs managing this address space, and found that the equivalent of 18.25 /8s (60.8%) was managed by ARIN. Because ARIN manages the bulk of this allocated but unrouted address space, we encourage ARIN members to develop policy that incentivizes resource holders to not only use RPKI but also issue AS0 ROAs.

6.2 AS0 Policies at Operator and RIR level

An AS0 ROA prevents unallocated or unrouted address space from being routed [18] (Section 2.3). Given the potential for AS0 policies to considerably reduce the attack surface in today’s routing system, we discuss the different policy considerations and challenges at the operator and RIR level.
Figure 5: Routing status of ROAs. The majority of ROAs were routed, though the percentage of signed address space routed declined from 97.1% to 90.5%. Address space equivalent to 6.7 /8s was signed with a non-AS0 ROA and unrouted as of March 2022.

Unallocated Prefix(es) Appeared in DROP
AFRINIC • 2
APNIC • 0
ARIN • 0
LACNIC • 2
RIPE NCC • 16

Figure 6: Timeline of when address space unallocated by RIRs appeared on DROP, and when an AS0 policy was implemented by an RIR. In practice, the ability of an attacker to hijack an unallocated prefix is not affected by the RIRs’ current AS0 policies.

6.2.2 RIR AS0. RIRs can create AS0 ROAs for unallocated prefixes, although (1) only APNIC and LACNIC have implemented policies to enable these AS0 ROAs, (2) those RIRs use different TALs that are not configured in any RPKI validation software by default, and (3) those RIRs recommend operators do not automatically filter routes using those TALs (§2.3.1). For these reasons, hijacks of unallocated address space continued beyond the implementation of an AS0 policy. From the period of June 5, 2019 to March 30, 2022, 40 unallocated prefixes appeared on DROP (Figure 6), with events clustered for LACNIC (19) and AFRINIC (12) resources. The size of these clusters is not correlated with the amount of unallocated address space remaining in the RIRs (Figure 7). We examined RouteViews tables for peers that provided a full routing table on March 30, 2022, and found no evidence that any of them used APNIC or LACNIC AS0 TALs to filter routes, as every peer reported ≈30 prefixes that would have been filtered with those TALs.

7 CONCLUSION

We used 712 prefixes from the last three years of Spamhaus’ DROP list as a lens to analyze IP address abuse risks and mitigations. We found that blocklisting may have had an effect on the prefixes – a hijacked or unallocated prefix added to the DROP list led to most attackers withdrawing those routes, and prefixes that were blocklisted were more likely to adopt RPKI than prefixes that were not. We also presented evidence that illustrates the hijack risk to all unrouted RPKI-signed prefixes, equivalent to 6.7 /8s i.e., ≈112M IPs. While unrouted RPKI-signed prefixes can use AS0 ROAs to prevent hijacks, the unrouted unsigned prefixes (equivalent to 30.0 /8s i.e., ≈480M IPs) will continue to be easy targets for hijackers. As such, our results indicate that policies concerning RPKI, and AS0 more specifically, merit re-evaluation by both operators and RIRs.
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A SPAMHAUS DROP CATEGORIZATION

To classify each prefix, we searched SBL records for: 'hijack' + 'stolen', 'snowshoe', 'known spam operation', 'hosting', and 'unallocated' + 'bogon', which we illustrate in Table 2. The word 'hosting' in the first record of Table 2 led to our classifying that SBL record as malicious hosting. We manually verified that Spamhaus used 'hosting' in relation to a malicious activity – e.g. spam hosting, bulletproof hosting, botnet hosting etc, to avoid spurious classifications that could occur when hosting was not used in that context, such as in the second and third records in Table 2. 90% of SBL records contained one keyword, 2.7% of SBL records contained two keywords, and the remaining 7.3% of SBL records contained none. For this last category we manually inferred the prefix's category, e.g., we classified the last record in Table 2 (SBL325529) as snowshoe spam because Spamhaus had reason to believe that the IP range could be used for high volume spam emission. For two prefixes, Spamhaus did not provide enough information to infer an accurate label.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBL310721</td>
<td>AS204139 spammer hosting</td>
<td>malicious hosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBL240976</td>
<td>hijacked IP range</td>
<td>hijack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBL502548</td>
<td>Snowshoe IP block on Stolen AS62927</td>
<td>snowshoe, hijack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBL322513</td>
<td>Register Of Known Spam Operations</td>
<td>known spam operation, snowshoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBL294939</td>
<td>Register Of Known Spam Operations</td>
<td>known spam operation, hijack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBL325529</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td>snowshoe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Excerpts from SBL records that we used to classify DROP prefixes.